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STABLISHED in 1995 by the late Lord Chief Justice Peter Taylor, our
programmes Making Tracks, Music in Prisons and Sounding Out support
young people at risk, people of all ages in prisons, and ex-prisoners
rebuilding their lives on release. Creating original music collaboratively can
make a powerful impact on people’s lives, bringing them new confidence,
important transferrable skills (such as communication, team-working,
problem solving and perseverance) and raised aspirations for the future.

“I learnt to respect others, have manners and that not
everyone is bad or everything needs to be resolved
in violence… helped me be happy, socialised, creative,
positive - really good for the soul. I always go back
to the wing energised, hopeful and encouraged.”
Music in Prisons participant

We work with some of the most disadvantaged and marginalised individuals
in our society, having faced a range of issues, such as abuse, violence,
substance misuse, mental health problems, exclusion from school and
homelessness. Our projects empower participants by allowing them
to create and perform the music themselves under the guidance of our
exceptional team of professional musicians. In doing so, they are able to
share their own musical and cultural influences, experiment with music
that interests and excites them, and make their voices heard. The benefits
of our projects are experienced not only by the individual participants,
but by their peers, friends, families and the wider community.

“This is what the Irene Taylor Trust is all about; being a
platform for music lovers to develop both their musical
ability, and their ability to make themselves a better
future... You have helped change, in my case even save, lives.”
Making Tracks participant

THE IRENE TAYLOR TRUST / ANNUAL REPORT 2016-2017

2016/17 saw us continue to develop our newer programmes in the community
and to deliver our established projects in prisons. In all, ITT provided 321
days of creative music making (up 70% on previous year, 189 days) and 49
days of paid training opportunities (up from 23 days the previous year) over
22 projects: inside prisons, 6 intensive projects and 5 Musician in Residence
placements with adult men, 2 intensive projects with adult women, 1 with
young men; in the community, 1 programme with ex-prisoners and 7 with
young people in challenging circumstances. Projects involved 448 participants
(up 66% on previous year, 269) demonstrating ITT’s commitment to working
with people of all ages across the secure estate and in the community.
In November 2016 we commemorated our 21st birthday with a concert
at the Union Chapel in London and a special project, Bridges, linking
our three programmes in a celebration of our first 21 years, as we look
ahead to working with more disadvantaged people year on year.
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“My mind was opened
up, helping me to
be creative and
think with clarity.”
Music in Prisons participant

MUSIC IN PRISONS

MAKING TRACKS

Prison staff assessing the impact of the intensive projects provided the
following feedback, on a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 meaning very successful:

During the year the Trust delivered 6 cohorts of Making Tracks. As well as
3 projects in Lambeth, the programme expanded to East London for the first
time with 2 projects in Tower Hamlets and 1 in Newham, working with young
people engaging with the Youth Offending Team. The Personal Development
Coordinator offered all participants tailored progression support, helping
them to move on to employment, education, training or volunteering.

• 86% answered 5 when asked how much the project
had improved prisoners’ team-working skills

• 71% answered 5 when asked how much the project
had improved prisoner/staff relationships

• 100% answered 5 when asked how successful they think the project is

PRISON MUSICIANS IN RESIDENCE
We are gradually expanding our programme of musicians working
regularly in prisons, with five during 2016/17 and our sixth
starting in April 2017. In questionnaires from participants who
had taken part in the weekly musician in residence sessions:

•
•
•
•

82% reported an increase in self-confidence
69% reported increased ability to work in a team
65% reported increased hope for the future
72 % reported increased motivation to take
part in other education or training
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MAKING
TRACKS

• Open to all
prisoners

• For ex-prisoners
who have
participated in
Music in Prisons
• Two year
training
programme

• For 16-25 years olds
not in education,
employment or training
• Intensive week plus
follow up sessions and
personal development
support§

• And/or Musician in
Residence weekly
music sessions

THE IRENE TAYLOR TRUST IN NUMBERS

had improved prisoners’ self-esteem

SOUNDING
OUT

• Intensive projects

UP TO 2018

• 100% answered 5 when asked how much the project

MUSIC IN
PRISONS

“In 3 years at school I didn’t learn anything, but in 4 days
on this project I learnt how to play 2 instruments.”
Making Tracks participant

TAKING PART IN OUR
PROJECTS LEADS TO...
STARTING POINT FOR
PARTICIPANTS...
• STIGMATISED
INDIVIDUALS ON THE
FRINGES OF SOCIETY
• NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES
OF FORMAL EDUCATION
• LACKING IN SKILLS,
SELF-CONFIDENCE
AND ASPIRATIONS

LEARNING
BY STEALTH

Work with
professional
musicians to
write songs and
learn instruments

Tap into emotions
through
song-writing

Form a band
with peers
Feel able to
express, explore
and experiment

OUR VALUES
QUALITY

FUN

Professionalism and excellence
underpin every aspect of our work

Recognising the value of enjoyment
in creating a friendly, positive and
productive working environment

DIVERSITY & EQUALITY
In both the programmes we deliver and
in the range of people we engage with

HUMANITY

A new progression route, Young Producers, was developed for talented former
participants, providing paid hands-on work experience for pairs of Young
Producers as they learn the skills to curate, promote and stage-manage a live
music event in a professional London venue, providing a performance platform
for other young people who had previously participated in Making Tracks.

OPPORTUNITY
TO EXPRESS

Showing compassion, empathy and
understanding and promoting well-being

FAIRNESS
Promoting equality and mutual
respect; working towards relationships
that are inclusive, trusting and
that encourage participation

Share own life
experiences
through the music

INCREASING
SELF-EFFICACY
& CONFIDENCE
Provided with
a safe and
encouraging
'space' for
development
of skills
Record music

Learn to listen
and communicate
effectively

Perform at a gig
to an audience

Learn to share
ideas, compromise,
collaborate

Feel supported
musically and
emotionally
Increased
confidence to
work with others

CREATIVITY
Encouraging a safe and supportive
space for experimentation
and innovation

DEVELOPMENT
Responding to the developmental
needs of individuals, the organisation
(via research, evaluation and CPD)
and the sector (by sharing practice)

OUR MISSION

“Trying music
gives me an
insight I can try
new things and
be successful.”
Music in Prisons participant

NEW
IDENTITY

NEW
ASPIRATIONS

Share CD with
friends and family

Supported by
our team to find
progression
routes to further
build skills

Earn Arts Award
(Making Tracks)
Change
perceptions of
others, showing
talent, bravery,
commitment and
perseverance
Improved
relations with
prison staff and
case workers
Confidence boost
to try new things
Emerging sense
of identity as
a musician

To inspire positive change in
individuals in and on the fringes
of the Criminal Justice System
through creating original music

Trained to become
Support Musicians
(Sounding Out)

LONG-TERM
OUTCOMES

CHANGED MINDSET,
READY TO TAKE ON
NEW CHALLENGES

Trained to become
Young Producers
(Making Tracks)
Motivation to
take part in
other learning
or training
Refrain from
offending or
re-offending

INCREASED SKILLS
( INTERPERSONAL &
MUSICAL ) & ASPIRATIONS

Embraced as part
of community

Outputs

OUR VISION

What ITT enables participants to do

A safer and more just society

Changes participants experience as a result

Outcomes

IN EDUCATION,
EMPLOYMENT
OR TRAINING

BRINGING MUSIC TO MORE DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE…
448
210

269

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17
THE IRENE TAYLOR TRUST / ANNUAL REPORT 2016-2017

Following a successful pitch, in
June 2016 ITT joined the CAN3
Accelerator programme, offering
subsided office space and pro bono
support from business and third
THE IRENE TAYLOR TRUST / ANNUAL REPORT 2016-2017

sector experts to help us evaluate
our operating model and further
develop plans around key areas such
as increasing earned income. As part
of the programme, the team worked

with CAN3 to develop a Theory of
Change, with input throughout
the process from our stakeholders,
including funders and beneficiaries.
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T WAS A LANDMARK none of us ever even
considered we’d reach when we sat together
all those years ago, wondering how we might
begin to run a charity which took music into
prisons... But in November 2016 we made it to
the age of 21 and celebrated our achievement
in fine style at London’s Union Chapel. The
event was a total joy, bringing together all the
strands of our work both inside and outside
prison and putting the young people and
former prisoners centre-stage for the evening,
marking the occasion with some of the fantastic
music they had created during projects.
It also gave us chance to shine a light on and
acknowledge our exceptional project team, the
artistic brilliance of whom resonated through the
Union Chapel performance in exactly the same
way it does during every project they work on.

Our newly commissioned piece, Bridges,
received its first public outing that evening.
The film, created by Lizzie Coombes and Andy
Wood, and its accompanying soundtrack,
composed by project participants and our
patron Mark-Anthony Turnage, allowed everyone
to see the three strands of our work coming
together in a stunning audio-visual format.
Looking back over the year, as well as the 21st
celebrations, there were some wonderful new
partnerships forged which will be developed in
years to come. There were also the inevitable
ups and downs we have become so used to
navigating, not least working in understaffed
and under-resourced prisons, understanding and
accommodating the policies of the frequently
changing Justice Ministers and identifying and
securing the funding we need to deliver our work.
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IT WAS A
LANDMARK
YEAR

SARA LEE
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

“The event was
a total joy,
bringing together
all the strands
of our work
both inside and
outside prison.”
Sara Lee
Artistic Director

“My confidence levels started
to rise and I started becoming
more alive again. ITT was there
for me when no one else was and
continues to stay in contact and
support me whenever they can.
I can honestly say, I wouldn’t
be where I am today without
them. I’ve been able to do things
I never even dreamed of.”

It was important for us to take stock this year too.
Reaching 21 is no mean feat for any organisation,
but whilst it’s important to look back, celebrate
all that has happened and all the people we have
supported, it is vital that we learn from and build
on these successes. We need to ensure we remain
robust as an organisation and flourish as an
artistic leader in the sector in which we operate;
thankfully, the dedication of the office staff and
all the musicians we work with means we have
the best possible chance of achieving this.

Making Tracks participant

“It was great to see how
everyone despite their
background or what they
were going through found a
sense of joy and enthusiasm
while they were on the
course. After speaking to
them you could see how much
confidence they had gained
collectively as a group and I
found that to be so amazing.”

Two key aims for the coming year are to embed
our young people’s Making Tracks project in
the North West region, and to develop the
Lullaby Project as part of our core offer of
work. As always, we will continue to embrace
opportunities as they come our way, all the
time remembering that what we do is of
enormous worth not just to the people we work
with on projects, but to society as a whole.

Making Tracks peer mentor

Thank you to all the individuals, organisations
and funders who have supported us this
year and over the previous twenty.

“I learnt to trust myself
more; I realised I need to
stop holding myself back.”
Making Tracks participant

THE IRENE TAYLOR TRUST / ANNUAL REPORT 2016-2017
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HIS HAS BEEN A YEAR OF CELEBRATION of
the past and preparation for the future.
The Irene Taylor Trust marked our 21st
Anniversary with an array of special projects.
Our Celebration Gig at the Union Chapel in
November 2016 brought all the elements of the
Trust’s work together, with rousing performances
from young people and ex-prisoners, as well as
a special set from Chaps Choir to bring music
from our prison projects to the stage. The
evening was a wonderful opportunity to reflect
on everything the Trust has achieved and how
far it has come since it was set up in 1995.
The year has also seen a significant increase
in beneficiaries of our projects: up 66% on the
previous year. This considerable rise demonstrates
the effectiveness of the Trust’s strategic plan,
with more prison musicians in residence, and the
Making Tracks programme expanding into East
London. Plans are coming to fruition next year
to create a hub in the North West in partnership
with TiPP which will continue this welcome
trend. We are proud to have worked with more
young people, more prisoners, and more exprisoners, as part of this upward trend and
extension of reach which we expect to continue.
There have been some notable changes to the
Trustee body this year, with Linda Jones and
Joanna Rich stepping down from the Board. Their
commitment to the Trust over many years has
been vital to our success, and we are pleased that
they are maintaining contact with us. I would
like to record our sincere gratitude for all they
have done for the Trust. We were delighted to
welcome three valuable additions to the Board, in
Charlotte Hodgins, a prison education manager,
James Maloney, a Senior Associate from the
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THIS HAS BEEN
A YEAR OF
CELEBRATION

HH JUDGE DEBORAH TAYLOR
CHAIR OF TRUSTEES

“The year has
seen a significant
increase in
beneficiaries
of our projects:
up 66% on the
previous year.”
HH Judge Deborah Taylor
Chair of Trustee

charity team at Farrer & Co., and Carolyn Taylor, a
solicitor specialising in criminal law and mental
health. Their contributions have already added
to our body of knowledge and experience.
As Chair, I also pay tribute to the outstanding work
done by our staff and musicians whose skills extend
far beyond the making of music. Their commitment
to the participants in all strands of our work is
reflected in the live performances we have seen
over the years, and in the feedback we receive from
those who have been enabled by their work. They
continue to innovate in ways to encourage and
enable through music, and to find venues and means
for our participants to reach a wider audience.
The Board also recognises the courage,
motivation and commitment of those who take
part in our projects. The first step is always the
most difficult, but most who take it find the
rewards greater than they imagined and indeed
some stay with our work to encourage others.
As always, our sincere thanks to all the funders
and individuals who have supported us this
year, and made it possible for us to provide this
valuable work in prisons and the community.
Not only this year, but our 21 years have been
enabled by your generosity and support.

THE IRENE TAYLOR TRUST / ANNUAL REPORT 2016-2017
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W

E DECIDED TO MARK OUR ‘COMING
OF AGE’ YEAR with a series of
special collaborative projects,
events and performances, in both
prisons and the community, to
celebrate the breadth and depth of
our work and the power of music
to inspire, transport and transform.

CELEBRATING OUR

21 YEAR
ST

BRIDGES
“The work ITT does to uncover positivity
and artistic talent with groups that
don’t often get the chance to express
themselves in this way is something I
completely believe in. I’m privileged to have
this opportunity to help show society
that talent can be found anywhere.”
Mark-Anthony Turnage, contemporary
composer, on Bridges collaboration

A bridge to a new place; from one part of the song to
the next; a connection; from the past to the future;
supporting you across the void, helping overcome an
obstacle… Bridges celebrated our ‘coming of age’ with
a special project linking our work in prisons (Music
in Prisons) and in the community with ex-prisoners
(Sounding Out) and young people in challenging

FEBRUARY
2016

Violinist Maxim
Vengerov performs
a fundraising
concert at
Temple Church
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FEBRUARY
2016

Awareness raising
breakfast event
supported by
PwC at Brigade

MAY
2016

JUNE
2016

Prison collaboration
Artistic Director
with The Human
Sara Lee sponsored
Revolution
climb of Mount
Orchestra
Kilimanjaro!

circumstances (Making Tracks). Contemporary composer
Mark-Anthony Turnage worked with groups from
all three programmes to collaboratively create an
astonishing new piece of music, Bridges, while artist/
photographer Lizzie Coombes followed the process,
capturing the moments of connection, inspiration
and self-belief. An exhibition of images from the
project was shown for three months at the Free Word
Centre in Farringdon; the beautiful accompanying
film for the composition made by Coombes and
Andy Wood is available on our website now.

“Extremely honoured to work with such
professionals and for giving me an
opportunity to work in a band. Learnt
a lot and helped in personal growth.”
Bridges participant

JUNE/JULY
2016

JULY
2016

Composer Mark-Anthony Turnage joins
Collaboration with
groups from Making Tracks, Sounding Out
Synergy Theatre
and Music in Prisons to collaboratively
in HMP Thameside
write Bridges; Photographer Lizzie
on production of ‘A
Coombes documents the creative process Raisin in the Sun’
for the exhibition and accompanying
with original score
film made jointly with Andy Wood
performed live

JULY
2016

Collaboration with
Clean Break in HMP
Styal to create an
original theatre/
music piece
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SEPTEMBER/
OCTOBER
2016

21st Year ‘Top 21
tracks’ listening
post at the Koester
Trust exhibition ‘We
Are All Human’ at
Royal Festival Hall

NOVEMBER
2016

21st Year
Celebration
Performance at
Union Chapel

NOVEMBER
2016

Pianist Stephen
Hough CBE
donates his fee
for performing at
the Hampstead
Arts Festival
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NOVEMBER
2016 TO
JANUARY
2017
Bridges exhibition
at Free Word Centre

FEBRUARY
2017

Artistic Director
Sara Lee is
interviewed for
National Prison
Radio about her
favourite ITT tracks
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CELEBRATION
PERFORMANCE AT
UNION CHAPEL
Guardian journalist Tim Dowling
compered a sensational night
of music celebrating our work,
kicked off by a super-group of
young people from Making Tracks.

I

n 2017/18 we plan to engage with more
beneficiaries than ever before, through
continuing to deliver our projects in prisons
and the community. We will increase our number
of prison musicians in residence, work with a
new group of ex-prisoners on the Sounding Out
trainee programme, and continue to expand
the Making Tracks programme, including a
project with Fulham & Hammersmith Youth
Offending Service, and a new programme run
in partnership with TiPP in the North West.

“Fabulous
evening of music
and pure talent.
Congratulations
to the fantastic
Irene Taylor Trust
@MusicinPrisons.”
Audience tweet

Mercury Prize winner Speech
Debelle performed; composer
Mark-Anthony Turnage and artist
Lizzie Coombes introduced the
Bridges film; Turnage also joined
the stage for a specially reorchestrated version of the piece
performed by an ensemble from
the Royal Academy of Music.

PLANS
FOR THE
FUTURE
BRINGING MAKING TRACKS
TO THE NORTH WEST IN
PARTNERSHIP WITH TIPP

LULLABY PROJECT

For the first time, we
are joining forces with
TiPP (Theatre in Prisons
and Probation), combining nearly sixty
years of knowledge, skills and experience
to embed our flagship programme for
young people in challenging circumstances,
Making Tracks, in the North West.

In summer 2017 ITT brought the Lullaby Project
(originally developed by Carnegie Hall’s Weill
Music Institute and previously delivered by ITT
in collaboration with the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra Civic Fellows in Chicago) to the UK,
in partnership with the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra Resound. The project supported
fathers in prison and refugee and migrant
mothers from Praxis Community Projects
WINGS group to write original lullabies for
their young children, aiming to enhance the
bond between parent and child, with fantastic
results. The beautiful music was shared at
performances and recorded for CDs for the
participants to enjoy with their children.

The first band from the Sounding
Out ex-prisoner programme,
Platform 7, brought the house
down with a stunning set.
Chaps Choir closed the evening in
fine style with their interpretation
of three songs from Music in
Prisons projects, concluding
with a heart-felt rendition of
‘I Believe in Love’ which had
the audience in raptures.

“When my son listened to the lullaby
he calmed down and started listening.
He is a new person when he hears it.”

It was an event that will go down
in ITT history and a fitting tribute
to all we have achieved to date.

Participant feedback

“I found it very emotional and
so heart-warming to allow
women to express their love
through words and music.”

An independent researcher is evaluating the
pilot project; ITT plans to use the learnings
to further develop the project as part of our
regular programme of work in the future. The
pilot was supported by Arts Council England,
Lucille Graham Trust and Swan Mountain Trust.

Starting in September 2017, a two-year pilot,
supported by Paul Hamlyn Foundation, will
allow us to build our partnership with TiPP
and jointly run four Making Tracks projects
with disadvantaged young people. As part of
the pilot, we will also be offering training to
music practitioners in the region, sharing the
skills of our highly experienced project team.
We hope that the partnership will continue
beyond the pilot and that we will eventually
build on it to include work in local prisons and
opportunities for ex-prisoners linked to Making
Tracks, mirroring our holistic model in London.

Audience feedback
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ONATIONS OVER £1,000 WERE
GRATEFULLY RECEIVED from
those listed below in 2016/17.
The donations were either used
for their specific purpose within
the financial year, or held over into
the next financial year for their
specified use in the near future.

Restricted donations
Arts Council England
Arts Patron Trust
Big Lottery Fund
Cockayne Grants for the Arts
(London Community Foundation)
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
Evan Cornish Foundation
Grendon Friends Trust
Hilden Charitable Fund
Hobson Charity
Lucille Graham Trust
National Foundation for Youth Music
Peter Stebbings Memorial Charity
PRS for Music Foundation
Sir James Knott Trust
Sir John Cass’s Foundation
St James’s Place Foundation
Swan Mountain Trust
Sylvia Waddilove Foundation
Tower Hill Trust
Trusthouse Charitable Foundation
Walcot Foundation

THANKS
TO OUR
DONORS

OUR
FINANCES

13%

FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 MARCH 2017

2016/17

Unrestricted donations
29th May 1961 Charitable Trust
Bromley Trust
Garfield Weston Foundation
Hanley Trust
Joe and Rosa Frenkel Charitable Trust
Lambert Charitable Trust
Maria Marina Foundation
Odin Charitable Trust
Philip King Charitable Trust
Tudor Trust
And two donors who wished
to remain anonymous

HOW WE SPENT
OUR MONEY...
GENERATING
FUNDS

40%

COMMUNITY
PROJECTS

OUR WORK WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT THE KIND SUPPORT
OF TRUSTS, FOUNDATIONS AND INDIVIDUAL DONORS – OUR
HEARTFELT THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO HAS CONTRIBUTED.

2017

2016

Unrestricted

Restricted

Total

Total

143,403

-

143,403

150,750

STATEMENT FROM
THE TRUSTEES

Provision of music projects

285

96,454

96,739

120,589

Projects in the community

(3,178)

165,945

162,767

146,122

-

4,079

4,079

28,545

160

-

160

132

140,670

266,478

407,148

446,138

48,847

-

48,847

56,659

Provision of music projects

74,718

99,245

173,963

148,099

Projects in the community

-

147,108

147,108

123,992

Total resources expended

123,565

246,353

369,918

328,750

17,106

20,125

37,230

117,388

The summary financial information
shows the incoming and outgoing
resources relating to our activities
undertaken in the year. The
information is taken from the
full financial statements which
were approved by the trustees
in October 2017 and submitted
to the Charity Commission. In
order to gain a full understanding
of the financial affairs of the
charity, the full audited financial
statements, trustees’ annual report
and auditors’ report should be
consulted. Copies can be obtained
from the charitable company.

Transfers between funds

7,634

(7,634)

-

-

SIGNED ON BEHALF OF THE TRUSTEES

Net movement in funds

24,740

12,491

37,230

117,388

61,806

185,328

247,134

129,746

86,546

197,819

284,364

247,134

INCOME FROM:

If you would be interested in helping us transform the futures of more
vulnerable men, women and young people, we would be delighted to
talk you through funding options, such as joining our regular supporter
‘Friends’ scheme, leaving a legacy or making a one-off major gift.

Donations and legacies

Please feel free to contact us directly for further information:
020 3096 7863
donations@irenetaylortrust.com

Other trading activities

Charitable activities:

Investment income
Total incoming resources

EXPENDITURE ON:
We would like to thank everyone
else who made a donation to
support our work, especially
all the ‘Friends’ of the Trust,
whose regular contributions
are so greatly appreciated.

47%

MUSIC
PROJECTS

Generating funds
Charitable activities:

NET INCOME/ (EXPENDITURE)
BEFORE TRANSFERS

Paul Meitner ACA Hon Treasurer
October 2017

Reconciliation of funds
Total funds brought forward

TOTAL FUNDS CARRIED FORWARD
14
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“This is what the Irene
Taylor Trust is all about;
being a platform for music
lovers to develop both their
musical ability, and their
ability to make themselves
a better future... You
have helped change, in my
case even save, lives.”
Making Tracks participant

The Irene Taylor Trust | 7-14 Great Dover Street, London SE1 4YR
020 3096 7862 | www.irenetaylortrust.com
The Irene Taylor Trust is a registered charity in England and Wales
no. 1073105 and company limited by guarantee no. 3637201.
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